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the overall good things about stronghold 1 are: it's pretty easy to get into. it's fun to play. it's sort of a mix of risk and a rts. the interface is clear. the sound and music are good. you can play against a friend. the game offers a free demo. the gameplay is simple and straightforward: you have to expand your territory by all means
possible. besides a few units, you start with a single castle. you can improve it by constructing new walls and buildings and creating alliances with other lands. the objects are buildable, and when complete, an animation shows it if you are not interested in the whole game, you can play the skirmish mode. in this mode, you and three
other players can team up and fight each other. this mode lets you test out your tactics and strategy. this mode also lets you test out your strategies with a friend, or against a cpu opponent. the game allows you to communicate with other players while you are playing. this could be used as an online competition, which is quite
enjoyable. i think this game is one of the most addicting and enjoyable games i have ever played. i'd highly recommend it to anyone who likes strategy games. i have played this game on the pc and i have an i7 processor and 2gb of ram. it ran smoothly on my computer. although the game has its flaws, it is a great buy. it's a simple,
fun game. the only negative aspect of the game is its bugs. however, these bugs are rare and only sometimes occur. i'd recommend stronghold 1 to anyone who likes strategy games.
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stronghold 1 game options is a real-time strategy game that is historical. it was designed by firefly studios in 2001. this game is based on conquest and expanding through military pursuits, but also offers a way to raise your economy and development. there are both campaign military and economic to be played. both of these are in
the game manual. this game is in medieval britain around the period of 1066. there is no time limit in-game battle can last for hinders of years beyond any date. as well as earning many favourable reviews from reviewers such as cramer and game spy, the game continues to boast a large community, who edit and create many

materials through the in-game map editor/scenario creator. stronghold 1 pc game features is a real-time strategy game that is historic. it was developed by firefly studios in 2001. this game is based on conquest and expanding through military pursuits, but also provides a way to raise your economy and development. there are both
campaign military and economic to be played. both of these are in the game manual. this game is in medieval britain around the period of 1066. there is no time limit in-game battle can last for hinders of years beyond any date. as well as earning many favourable reviews from reviewers such as cramer and game spy, the game

continues to boast a large community, who edit and create many materials through the in-game map editor/scenario creator. stronghold 1 game modes is a real-time strategy game that is historical. it was developed by firefly studios in 2001. this game is based on conquest and expanding through military pursuits, but also offers a
way to raise your economy and development. there are both campaign military and economic to be played. both of these are in the game manual. this game is in medieval britain around the period of 1066. there is no time limit in-game battle can last for hinders of years beyond any date. as well as earning many favourable reviews

from reviewers such as cramer and game spy, the game continues to boast a large community, who edit and create many materials through the in-game map editor/scenario creator. 5ec8ef588b
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